
Are you our future CCO? HelloProf is hiring: an experienced Chief 
Commercial Officer 

 
 
What does HelloProf offer? 
 
HelloProf offers a unique opportunity to be our first CCO to strengthen an innovative team with your fresh                  
ideas. You will become the driving force behind HelloProf. It is of course also an educational adventure;                 
our motto is "never stop learning". Because HelloProf has become Flanders' largest private education              
organization with international ambition, we are looking for an experienced CCO to complete and manage               
our passionate team. 
 
HelloProf wants to give everyone the opportunity to learn from the best. Mathematics explanation, French               
conversation lessons, a refresher course in law, business English... thanks to our international network of               
qualified tutors, HelloProf prides itself on finding the perfect match for any private education request.               
HelloProf operates via bijleshuis.be, bijleshuis.nl and soon also helloprof.com. Our headquarters are located             
in Ghent and our teachers are active throughout Flanders, Brussels and the Netherlands.  
 

 

 

 
Why choose HelloProf? 

   

You will end up in the coolest working environment in Ghent. HelloProf consists of a growing team of                  
15 enthusiastic colleagues. Prepare for free lunch on Mondays, a quarterly spectacular teambuilding, and              
once a month an ice-cold beer to start the weekend together. 

Our office is located in the center of Ghent, within walking distance of the Korenmarkt. 

We offer a full-time position of indefinite duration with a competitive salary according to your profile with                 
the current fringe benefits.  

 
What does a CCO do at HelloProf? 
  
- You manage our marketing team and you contribute to the international growth of HelloProf in order to 
give even more students access to the support they need. From valuable operational improvements to 
completely new features, your impact on HelloProf is immediately measurable. 



- You work out campaigns conceptually and you enjoy the occasional experiment. 
- You manage the budgets. 
- You build a bridge between UI / UX and the tech team.  
 

Who are we looking for? 
We are looking for a driven colleague with a substantial portion of ownership. You have both a Master's 
degree and at least 5 years of experience in a similar position and you are ready for the next step in your 
career. 
 
You also have the following competences: 
- Experience with B2C is a plus 
- Experience in software, web apps or marketplaces is important 
- You speak English fluently 
- You are a born leader, entrepreneurial and commercial-minded.  
 
Are you willing to go on this adventure with HelloProf? Don’t hesitate to give us a call or send 
your resume to geraldine@helloprof.com. We’re hoping to see you soon! 
 
 
 


